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Phase 2 Option Selection Process:
The scheme is currently at Phase 2 (Option Selection),
				 which comprises three main stages. The aim of this phase
is to progress assessments on an incremental basis from
preliminary options to a preferred option.
The N11/M11 Junction 4 to Junction 14
Improvement Scheme (N11/M11 Scheme)
is currently progressing through Phases
Stage 1 of this phase has recently been completed, with
1-4 of the Transport Infrastructure Ireland
the analysis having focussed on two primary elements, as
(TII) Project Management Guidelines
follows:
(PMGs). The scheme aims to improve
safety, accessibility and journey time
1. Corridor Assessment:
reliability along this strategic southeast
In addition to the existing N11/M11 corridor, offline
corridor.
corridors have been assessed in response to specific
deficiencies and constraints along the existing route. The
outcome of the corridor assessment will be to determine
In November 2019, a pubic consultation
whether it is preferable to deploy transport solutions along
was held, and a number of potential
the existing N11/M11 corridor, or a combination of the
transport solutions were presented.
existing online corridor with new offline corridors.The Stage
The range of options being considered
1 corridor assessment has identified which corridors shall
aligns with environmental assessment
be advanced to Stage 2 assessment.
requirements to assess all feasible
options and is comprised of public
2. Transport Assessment:
transport, demand management and
The transport assessment is examining in detail the range
road improvement components.
of measures which can be deployed along the optimum
corridor. This includes consideration on how the N11/M11
corridor could be enhanced to facilitate public transport,
active travel and how the road space shall be used. An
examination on the viability of interim solutions to the
transportation problems is also being undertaken.

Overview:

Purpose of this interim update:
The purpose of this interim update is to report on the
outcomes of the Stage 1 Corridor Assessment. In line with
TII Guidelines, the corridor options were assessed under
the criteria of Engineering, Environment and Economy.
A number of corridors have now been discounted from
further consideration and those remaining will progress to
the Stage 2 assessment.
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Corridor Assessment
Stage 1 Outcome

Generally fewer adverse
environmental impacts
with online corridor

D

Removes severance
through Kilmacanoge
Village, however, this
results in other adverse
environmental impacts

F

E

Northern Section

G

Southern Section

H

Extensive earthworks
& associated adverse
impacts & high
construction cost

Corridor requires significant earthworks
due to challenging terrain. Corridor would
require significant land and property
acquisition with higher costs overall.
Corridor may improve existing route
geometry but would not make optimum
use of existing infrastructure. Significant
environmental impacts associated with
River Dargle pNHA.
Blue Corridor (Offline):
Corridor may lessen existing severance
impacts at Kilmacanoge, but has adverse
environmental impacts associated
with land-take, earthworks surplus,
agricultural and visual impact. Higher cost
than online option due to land, property
and construction costs.
Green Corridor (Offline):

DISCOUNTED

C

DISCOUNTED

NORTH

B

The online corridor makes optimum use
of existing infrastructure, aligning with the
principles of sustainability and circular
economy. While the online corridor does
pass through the Glen of the Downs
SAC, it is otherwise preferable in terms
of environmental impact, engineering
and cost, with further scope to refine and
improve during Stage 2 of Phase 2.
Yellow Corridor (Offline):

DISCOUNTED

A

Red Corridor (Online):

RETAINED

For the purposes of undertaking the
Stage 1 Corridor Assessment, the route
corridor has been split into a northern
section and a southern section. The
preferred corridor for the scheme will
combine the preferred northern corridor
with the preferred southern corridor

Corridor may lessen existing severance
impacts at Kilmacanoge, but has adverse
environmental impacts associated
with land-take, earthworks surplus,
agricultural and visual impact. Higher cost
than online option due to land, property
and construction costs.

I

J

Although corridor avoids a direct impact
on the Glen of the Downs SAC, it has
significant environmental impacts due
to the very deep cuttings required,
with associated impact on properties,
amenity landscape and visual character.
Significantly higher cost than online
corridor due to land, property and
construction costs.

DISCOUNTED

Orange Corridor (Offline):
Although corridor avoids direct impact
on the Glen of the Downs SAC, it has
significant environmental impacts due
to the very deep cuttings required,
with associated impact on properties,
amenity landscape and visual character.
Significantly higher cost than online
corridor due to land, property and
construction costs.
Cyan Corridor (Offline):

K

RETAINED

Comparatively less
overall impact than
eastern corridors,
however, higher
cost than online
and significant land,
agriculture and visual
impacts

DISCOUNTED

Pink Corridor (Offline):

Corridor can avoid a direct impact
on the Glen of the Downs SAC, with
comparatively less overall environmental
impact than eastern corridors. However,
corridor does result in significant
impacts on land, agriculture and visual
character due to significant cuttings and
challenging topography. Higher cost than
online option due to land, property and
construction costs. Further refinement to
be assessed in Stage 2 of Phase 2.
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Corridors Advanced to
Stage 2 Assessment

NORTH

Northern Section
The online red corridor has emerged
as the distinctly preferred option from
the environmental, engineering and
economic assessments undertaken
in Stage 1. Consequently, this
corridor will be advanced for more
detailed appraisal at Stage 2. The
Stage 2 assessments will continue to
examine various road improvement
configurations and public transport
measures within this corridor.

Southern Section

Northern Section
Southern Section

The online red corridor and the offline
cyan corridor will be advanced to
Stage 2. The Stage 2 assessments
will continue to examine transport
measures within these corridors. In
addition, the viability of a tunnel option
between points X and Y (refer map) will
also be assessed as part of the Stage
2 appraisal.

Point X

Point Y

The Stage 2 Assessment
will appraise each
advanced option under
the headings of:
- Economy;
- Safety;
- Environment;
- Accessibility & Social Inclusion;
- Integration; and
- Physical Activity.
The overall preferred corridor for the
scheme will combine the preferred
corridor from the northern and
southern sections following the Stage
2 Assessment.
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Phase 2 Option
Selection Process
Corridor Assessment

Identify
Feasible
Corridors
and
Transport
Solutions

Stage 1
Appraisal

Red
Corridor

Green
Corridor

Red
Corridor

Transport Assessment

Cyan
Corridor
Additional
Lanes

Yellow
Corridor

Blue
Corridor

Orange
Corridor

Northern
Section

Red
Corridor

Pink
Corridor

Cyan
Corridor

Junction
Improvements

P
Park & Ride
Alternative

Southern
Section

Red
Corridor

Parallel
Roads

Rail
Alternative

Bus
Alternative

Tunnel
Option *

We are here
Stage 2
Appraisal

Northern
Section

Transport
Analysis and
Appraisal

Southern
Section

Preferred
Transport
Measure(s)

Preferred
Corridor

Stage 3
Appraisal

* Assessed in consideration of
potential impacts on the Glen of
the Downs SAC.

Preferred
Option

Public
Consultation

Safety
Improvements
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Next Steps

Corridor options assessment - Where will the
road component go?
The Stage 2 Project Appraisal Matrix will be
undertaken next. This is the second of three stages
within Phase 2 Option Selection of the TII PMGs.
An additional tunnel option in the Southern Section
will be assessed at this stage in consideration of the
potential impacts on the Glen of the Downs SAC.
Transport assessment – How will we use the
road?
Transport assessments will continue through the
process to determine which public transport and
demand management components (if any) will form
part of the preferred option.
The assessments and findings of Phase 2 Option
Selection will be included in the Option Selection
Report which is expected to be published in Q2
2021, following completion of Stage 3.

N11/M11 Interim Bus
Project:
The severity of the congestion issues on
the N11/M11, in conjunction with public
feedback, have identified an urgency for early
intervention to address the problems on the
corridor. Accordingly, a separate project to
assess the feasibility of providing bus lanes
on the N11/M11 corridor has progressed. If
feasible, bus lanes could offer a practicable
interim solution in advance of the main N11/
M11 Scheme.
This separate project, entitled the N11/M11
Bus Priority Interim Scheme has commenced
as a multi-authority project involving the
National Transport Authority, Transport
Infrastructure Ireland, Wicklow County
Council and Dún-Laoghaire Rathdown County
Council. This scheme is currently at feasibility
stage.

Additional Information & Contact Details
Additional information in relation to
overall progress, current news items
and project reports can be found on
the N11/M11 Junction 4 to Junction
14 Improvement Scheme website. The
project team can also be reached at the
following addresses:

Telephone
www.n11m11.ie

Arup Land Liaison Officer
Christopher Bradish
086 7901803

n11m11@arup.com

Wicklow County Council
Liaison Officer Deirdre Forde
0404 20100

